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Abstract. The paper investigates possibilities of writing programs with having the 
relevant knowledge on programing available in explicity fonn. in order to perform 
experiments, a knowledge base was built which codes some of the knowledge related to the 
problem of selecting a proper data type in the process of program formation. The base is 
presented in paper along with one experiment which also shows the system performance 
and user-system interaction. The experiment setting is such that the llser makes a guess 
which data type is appropriate to use and this hypothesis is either confirmed or rejected by 
the system. Moreover, as a result of the system's deductive reasoning other acceptable data 
types are proposed by the system. The result shows that the system is able to provide an 
advice to a programer. This can be particularly useful in the process of learning 
programing. 
Introduction 
During the last dozen or so years. there has been reported a growing number of 
research work in the area of knowledge based programing. Knowledge base 
programing recognizes the importance of explicity represented knowledge on 
programing as well as on the particular problem domain for a successful 
accomplishment of the programing task. It seeks methods of using such knowledge 
in the program fonnation process. 
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A question might be raised. what is the relationship of such knowledge base to 
a proper formal theory of programing. Indeed, it is fully justified to expect from a 
theory of programing, that it would provide a method for specification of programs, a 
method for reasoning about specifications, a method of developing programs from 
their specifications, and a method of transforming programs to increase efficiency. 
There has been much work in developing such theory [6; 29; 26]. Despite the 
continuing effort. however, there is not such formal theory at hand which would 
provide the expected methods usable on such industrial scale which is typical to 
today's software production. 
Knowledge ba'\ed programing attempts to provide such methods, too. For 
normalization of the programing know-how, knowledge engineering (which belongs 
to the field of artificial intelligence) techniques are borrowed. Instead of 
axiomatisation directly in the first order predicate logic. or some its suitable variant, 
fonnulation of the programing expertise in some knowledge representation language 
is attempted. here, either the "standard" formalisms, like production rules, frames, 
semantic networks, or some especially tailored languages designed for the given 
purpose are employed. In either case, the formalisms provide for more or less 
convenient representation of various kinds of knowledge (e.g., properties, relations 
and actions) and their various properties and relations (e.g., property inheritance). 
While it should be clear. that such knowledge engineering approach cannot be 
considered a full substitute for a proper development of a theory, at the same time it 
reflects the fact that the very nature of the program formation has strong similarities 
to other construction or design-type processes [5]. 
There is also another reason for making use of artificial intelligence techniques 
in devising more systematic and efficient methods of development of efficient 
programs. Constructing a program from a given specification of a problem can be 
considered as a special case of problem solving process. how to solve problems is a 
central topic of study in artificial intelligence. 
There are several open problems in knowledge based programming. Creating a 
sufficiently complete knowledge base, which was tackled as early as in 1978 by (9] 
remains the constant problem e.g., [27; 1]. An architecture of the system which uses 
the knowledge base must be devised, e.g. [11; 25; 24]. Specifically, its reasoning 
method and knowledge base structure must be defined e.g., [7; 22]. The underlying 
software development methodology is also important e.g., [3; 12]. We have 
participated also in several related works e.g., [15; 18]. In [16], an original 
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presentation of kinds of knowledge involved in program formation was presented. In 
[201, an overview of the development of the field is given. 
As can be seen from the above list, the area is too broad to be tackled in a 
single research endeavor. We have been interested in building a base of programing 
knowledge which would serve as a source of knowledge for the beginning students of 
programing. The representation should be explicit, thus: 
- facilitating the study of the respective pieces of knowledge in a human readable 
fonn, and. 
al10wing for appropriate machine manipulation, including reasoning to infer 
solutio-
ns to partial problems occurring during the programing process. 
We have built an experimental knowledge base on programing. We have 
conducted several experiments, some of which are described elsewhere [21]. Here, we 
shall concentrate on a short description of our method and on still another experiment. 
The work is reported in [231. 
Selecting a Data Type During Program Formation 
Next, we shall briefly describe our approach and at least one of the experiments 
not presented elsewhere. First, the goal should be formulated. We want to investigate 
possibilities of writing know-how used by a programmer when developing a program. 
Our concern is the scope of knowledge necessary for rather introductory level of 
programing. We leave out from our immediate focus many important software 
development issues. Also, we do not attempt to write all kinds of knowledge used in 
program development. We have attempted to present an original taxonomy in [16]. 
We are especially aware of the importance of the domain knowledge. One of the 
reasons for our concentration un programing knowledge is our interest in a possible 
role that such externalization's of the fundamentals of the programing craft could play 
in learning programing. This aspect was extensively studied e.g., ~2; 27]. 
One of the important topics on this level is certainly the problem of selecting 
appropriate data type for representing data in a program being developed. The selection 
is based on information derived from the problem specification. How to select is part 
of the programing know-how. In this work, we should like to make explicit precisely 
this knowledge. Our aim is to build an experimental knowledge base that would allow 
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experiments in various probJem solving situations occurring during program 
formation phase when a decision on how to represent relevant data is made. 
For creating knowledge bases, there are basically two approaches applicable. 
Either an especial1y devised knowledge representation language supported by 
especially tailored knowledge base development tool, or a general tool supporting 
some form of production rules, frames, semantic networks etc. is used. For the fanner 
approach, we can list among many results published also ours e.g., [17; 18, 19; 8]. In 
the present work, however, we have used a general commercially available tool. 
The choice of a way of representing knowledge depends on properties of the 
particular kind of knowledge, An almost obvious choice in many cases of building 
knowledge bases is to use rules. Indeed, rules are very useful way of representing 
many kinds of knowledge. On the other hand, we should like to stress that pure rules 
impose a low level of structuring of knowledge. Next, there are important relations 
among the knowledge pieces which cannot be conveniently represented by pure rules. 
More concretely, in the domain of programing knowledge, an important role seems to 
be played by knowledge related to so called stereotypical situations. There are more or 
less "standard" situations in the program development process, such as e.g., 
programming input of a sequential field, processing a sequential file, programming a 
loop etc. here, the programing knowledge involved is partially declarative, partially 
procedural and hence requires more complex forms of representation than pure rules. 
According to [13], "program frames" are a suitable way of organizing the programing 
knowledge. 
The basic outline for our experiments was to find our how far can explicitly 
recorded knowledge written in a suitably devised form support a programmer who is a 
noise. We were also interested how far can such knowledge base act as a model of the 
domain. A possible scenario is supporting a student in acquiring programing skills. 
To evaluate results of the experiments, we relied on our teaching experience in this 
area at both the Kuwait and Slovak Technical Universities. Of course, we can speak: 
only about very intuitive evaluation in this regard, However, we have tried to devise 
experiments which require nontrivial decisions. 
The relevant part of programing knowledge concerns various structured data types, 
both static and dynamic. Each data type has some properties which serve as clues for 
selecting them for certain class of applications. We have represented the system of 
knowledge pieces which mirrors the system of data types as system of classes and 
subclasses. Other classes of objects are problem specification or problem solving 
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methods. Specific knowledge pieces of programing know-how can conveniently be 
represented as rules. We use rules such as (in English paraphrase). 
Rule 2 : 
If 1. Use of dynamic data structure is recommended. 
2. The problem requires explicity representation of binary relation. 
3. The multiset of elements is set of elements. 
Then Use of graph is recommended. 
OUT set of rules comprises a number of rules (several dozens in the current stage 
of development) which describe different conditions that suggest use of the respective 
data type. The conditions refer to properties of data as given in the problem 
specification, e.g., 
Rule 12: 
If 1. Use of dynamic data structure is recommended 
2. Ordering upon set of elements is defined 
3. This ordering is referred to in problem specification 
4. Multiset of elements is set of elements 
Then Use of search tree is recommended. 
or to properties of the expected processing of data, e.g., 
Rule 14 : 
If 1. Use of dynamic data structure is reconunendcd 
2. Ordering upon set off elements is defined 
3. Frequency of operations remove element and insert element is high 
4. Multiset of elements is set of elements 
Then Use of search tree is recommended 
or to properties of the problem solving method, e.g., 
Rule 21 : 
If 
Then 
1. Use of struL:tured data type is recommended 
2. Problem solving method presupposes organizing multiset of elemen-
ts as matrix 
3. All elements are of the same type 
4. Matrix is not a sparse matrix 
Use of two-dimensional array is recommended 
We have buHt an experimental base of programing knowledge. We have taken 
the option of using a general commercially available deVelopment tool. The choice 
was based partially on analysis of properties of tools offered on the market, but we 
have to admit that it was also partially constrained by the availability to us. We have 
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chosen Nexpert Object too1. It provides several way of representing knowledge. not 
only rules. The domain can be described also by classes and objects. Objects represent 
in fact declarative knowledge that rules refer to. There can be define hierarchical 
relations among objects. 
The tool has so caned event-driven architecture. A rule or a hypothesis can 
become relevant because some external event justifies its evaluation. 
Objects are organized in classes. As a consequence, they are capable of inheriting 
properties of values. Moreover. there can be associated with any property so called 
demon which stands for an action to be triggered if the related property is about to be 
changed. 
The set of rules from Appendix A is represented in NEXPERT in its working fonnat 
as in Appendix B. 
Experiments 
There are two typical situations in the regard of the data type selection (meta-) 
problem, being a part of the problem solving process aiming to fonn a program. In 
Lhe first kind of situations, the user does not know what data type he/she (from now 
on, she) should use. Therefore she just inputs the problem specification (more 
precisely, the relevant part of it). it is the task of the system to infer appropriate 
suggestions. in such case, the system starts a forward reasoning process. It may ask 
for additional information from the user when it cannot be inferred from the provided 
data. In the second kind of situations, the user knows something about how to select a 
data type and she is able to make an initial suggestion. She expects the system to 
either confirm or reject her hypothesis. In case it rejects her hypothesis in the 
subsequent backward reasoning process, the system is able to provide its 
suggestions(s). 
Experiments related to the former kind of situations aimed to find out how such 
knowledge base can serve as a model for decisions made by the programer during the 
program formation process. The system has similar information available as would a 
programer have at this stage. The question is, whether the system can produce also 
similar solutions to those found by a programer. for the latter kind of situations, the 
experiments aimed to investigate to which extent can such knowledge base support a 
programmer who is able to propose a solution to a particular programing (meta-) 
problem i.e. how to implement representation of some structured data col1ection 
processed during the process of solving the given problem. The system receives the 
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proposed solution i.e. a hypothesis. It attempts either to confirm or to reject it. 
During this process it may make esquires to user asking her to give additional 
informations about the problem. 
From among the fonner kind of experiments, we experimented with such 
problems as selecting data type for solving a system of linear equations or for the 
"rainfall problem" (cf. [27]). The experiments are described in [21]. from among the 
latter kind of experiments, we experimented for example with conforming/rejecting a 
hypothesis of selecting a search tree. We like to present this experiment here. 
Thc user wishes to use for given problem data type search tree and requires from 
the system confirmation or refutation of her hypothesis. 
Initially, following hypothesis w,as set (cf., Appendix C): 
-> Use of search tree is recommended 
System starts dcductive reasoning; the first rule to be processed is rule 17 : 
Q: "In input multiset of clements?" 
A: YES 
Q: "While processing multi set: will elements be processed more than once ?" 
A: YES 
Rule 17 is set to true: 
-> * Use of structured data lype is recommended. * 
Ruel 11: 
The first condition - the usc of structured data type is recommended (from now on, 
SDT) is true. 
Q: "Is the ordering upon the set of elements defined?" 
A: YES 
Q: "Will the frequency of operations remove and insert element be high ?" 
A: YES 
Q: "Is the multi set of elements set of elements?" 
A: YES 
Rule 11 is set to true. 
-> * Use of search tree is recommended* 
Rule 14: 
The first condition - SnT is true. 
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The second condition is satisfied from previous question already, so proceeds to the 
third condition, where the system needs to ask: 
Q: "Is ordering upon a set of elements referred to in program specification?" 
A: YES 
The fourth condition - multiset of elements is set of elements (i.e. the value of each 
element of set varies from all other elements of this set) is also satisfied. so: 
Rule 14 is set to true, which is confinnation of previously announced partial result: 
-> * Use of search tree is recommended* 
Rule 1: 
The first condition - SDT is true. 
Q: "Can the cardinality of multiset be estimated in advance ?" 
A: NO 
Rule I is set to true: 
-> * Use of dynamic data structure is recommended* 
Rule 13: 
The first condition - SDT is true. 
The next 3 conditions are evaluated from previous evaluation, so again: 
-> * Use of search tree is recommended* 
The same result will be achieved from rule 12. 
Rule 21: 
The first condition - SDT is true. 
Q: "Does the problem solving method presuppose organizing multiset of elements 
as matrix?" 
A: NO 
Ruel 21 is set to false. 
Rule 22: 
The first condition - SDT is true. 
Q: "Does the specification presuppose organizing multiset of elements as matrix?" 
A: NO 
Rule 22 is set to false. 
Rule 23: 
The first condition-SDT is true. 
Q: "Are all elements of the multiset of same type ?" 
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A: YES 
Q: "Does the mapping from the pair of ordinals to the set of element exist?" 
A: NO 
Rule 23 is set to false. 
Coming out from the previous three rules: 
-> * Use of two dimensional array is not recommended* 
Rule 18: 
The first condition:-SDT is true. 
Q: "Does the accessing of element depend on the contents of the element?" 
A: YES 
Rule 18 is set to true: 
-> * Use of table is recommended* 
Rule 4 : 
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The first condition has just been satisfied by setting up previous rule to true (use of 
table). 
Q: "Should access time be not dependent on the size of the set of elements?" 
A: YES (That means the access time should be not dependent on the set size). 
Rule 4 is set to true: 
-> * Usc of hash table is recommended 
Rule 19: 
The first condition has just been satisfied by setting up previous rule to true (use of 
table). 
The second condition is also satisfied from previous reasoning; 
Q: "Is the optimization of an operation of accessing the element required ?" 
A: YES 
Rule 19 is set to true: 
-> * Use of table with ordered e1ements is recommended* 
Rule 15: 
the tirst condition-SDT is true. 
Q; "Will LIFO strategy be employed during the processing of elements?" 
A: NO 
Rules 15 and 16 are set to false: 
-> I« Use of stack is not recommended 
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Rule 9 : 
The first condition-SDT is true. 
Q: "Will FIFO strategy be employed during the processing of elements?" 
A: NO 
Rules 9 and 10 are set to false: 
-> * Use of queue is not recommended 
Rule 8 : 
The first condition-SDT is true. 
Q: "Does the mapping from the set of ordinals to the set of elements exist?" 
A: YES 
The third condition is satisfied already. 
Q: "Can the order of processing of elements be decided in advance?" 
A: YES 
Rule 8 is set to true: 
-> * Use of one dimensional array is recommended* 
Rule 7 : 
As one of its conditions (the ordering upon the set of elements is defined) is explicitly 
not satisfied: 
Rule 7 is set to false. 
Rule 5 and 6: 
As one of their conditions (the order of processing is sequential most of the time) is 
explicitly not satisfied: 
Rule 5 and 6 are set to false: 
-> * Use of linear list is not recommended* 
Rule 2: 
The first condition - SDT is true. 
Q: "Does the problem require the explicity representation of binary relation?" 
A: YES 
The third condition is satisfied, so: 
Rule is set to true: 
-> * Use of graph is recommended* 
Rule 3 : 
The conditions are similar except of using dynamic data type instead of structured data 
type; all are satisfied, so: 
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Rule 3 is set to true, and the hypothesis is same as the one rule 2. 
Rule 20: 
The first condition is the use of graph - this is satisfied. 
Q: "For the relation predecessor the inverse relation is one-one?" 
A: YES 
Q: "Is there only one element. for which the relation predecessor is not defined?" 
A: YES 
Rule 20 is set to true: 
-> * Usc of tree is recommended* 
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The above gives the user-system interaction commented with regard to 
advancement of the reasoning process. The trace of this process is recorded In 
Appendix D. List of all established and rejected hypotheses is in Appendix E. 
The system has performed a deductive reasoning. it made several esquires concerning 
the problem that the user attempts to solve and intends to use search tree. Based on 
the information supplied from the user, it is able to conclude (from its knowledge 
base on data types) that the choice of search tree is appropriate. it makes, however, 
other recommendations, too. We see that it recommends also graph, table, has table, 
table with sorted elements and one dimensional array. This is in accord with the 
programming practice where it happens frequently that one can have multiple choice. 
The choices can either be equally appropriate for the given problem or the decision 
may require finer analysis of problem properties and more programing knowledge. 
Results and discussion 
The knowledge base presented is quite modest. At the same time, it allows 
nontri vial reasoning sequences to be modeled. The experiment demonstrates that the 
programing knowledge can successfully be represented even when using a tool which 
is not dedicated to this particular application. On the other hand, there are limits of 
such approach because especially tailored formalisms and tools would be desirable to 
allow more complicated modes of reasoning, involving different layers of knowledge 
cf., [22]. Still, the approach allows extensions to other areas of programming 
expertise besides the problem of selecting the proper data type, and even to other areas 
of problem solving. The availability of extending is obviously facilitated by the use 
of a general knowledge engineering tool. However, we find it even more important to 
make a careful design of the knowledge base. In the end, its contents will be decisive. 
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Important contributions to investigation of programing knowledge were published 
by Anderson et a1. e.g., [1; 2J and Soloway et a1. e.g., [10; 27]. 
Our point of view has been problem solving aspects rather than more programing 
language related aspects. We do not even mention explicitly a programing language, 
differing sharply in such way not only to syntactically oriented approaches, but 
differing in some sense also to more semantically based approaches such as Pascal 
Tutor of [4]. We do not, however, attempt to design a complete learning 
environment. There is also a point of view presented by e.g., [30], who finds 
building models (in fonn of knowledge bases) useful in clarifying and organising 
student's ideas about the subject matter. This presupposes that the student studies the 
particular topic prior to attempting to build any model. We feel it is worth 
considering the knowledge bases as sources from which certain matters can be studied. 
For example, such externalization's of knowledge can be extremely important in areas 
where no mature scientific formalized theory could have been developed so far. 
The approach presented in this paper could be helpful from a very early stage of 
preparing a novice programmer. The specific problem domain chosen for 
experiments, however, is part a rather intennediate level. Structured data types arc 
definitely not one of the introductory chapters in studying programing. Therefore, our 
recommendation would be to use it when dealing with topics related to problem 
solving with data structures. 
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Appendix A. Experimental knowledge base (set of rules) written in 
natural language 
Rule 1: 
IF 1. Use of structured data type is recommended 
2. Cardinality of multiset cannot be estimated in advance 
THEN Use of dynamic data structure is reconunended 
Rule 2: 
IF 1. Use of dynamic data structure is recommended 
2. The problem requires explicity representation of binary relation 
3. The multiset of elements is set of elements 
THEN Use of graph is recommended 
Rule 3: 
IF 1. Use of structured data type is recommended 
2. The problem requires explicity representation of binary relation 
3. The multiset of elements is set of elements 
THEN Use of graph is recommended 
Rule 4: 
IF 1. Use of table is recommended 
2.Complexity consideration tells us that access time should not be 
dependent on size of the set of elements 
THEN Use of hash table is recommended 
Rule 5: 
IF 1. Use of structured data type is recommended 
2. It can be assumed that the order of processing of e1ements will be 
sequential most of the time 
THEN Use of linear list is recommended 
Rule 6: 
IF 1. Use of dynamic data structure is recommended 
2. It can be assumed that the order of processing of elements will be 
sequential most of the time 
THEN Use of linear list is recommended 
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Rule 7: 
IF I. Use of structured data type is recommended 
2. There exists mapping from the set of ordinals to the set of elements 
3. All elements are of same type 
4. Order of processing of elements cannot be decided in advance 
THEN Usc of one dimensional array is recommended 
Rule 8: 
IF 1. Use of structured data type is recommended 
2. Ordering upon multi set of elements is not defined 
3. All elements are of same type 
4. Frequency of operations over more than one lament is high 
5. There exists mapping from the set of ordinals to the set of elements 
THEN Use of one dimensional array is recommended 
Rule 9: 
IF 1. Use of structured data type is recommended 
2. During processing multiset of elements first-in first-out strategy will 
be employed 
THEN Use of queue is recommended 
Rule 10: 
IF l. Use of dynamic data structure is recommended 
2. During processing multi set of elements first-in first-out strategy will 
be employed 
THEN Use of queue is recommended 
Rule II: 
IF 1. Use of structured data type is recommended 
2. Ordering upon set of elements is defined 
3. This ordering is referred to in problem specification 
4. Multiset of elements is set of elements 
THEN Use of search tree is recommended 
Rule 12: 
IF 1. Use of dynamic data structure is recommended 
2. Ordering upon set of elements is defined 
3. This ordering is referred to in problem specification 
4. Multiset of elements is set of elements 
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THEN Use of search tree is recommended 
Rule 13: 
IF 1. Use of structured data type is recommended 
2. Ordering upon set of elements is defined 
3. Frequency of operations remove element and insert element is high 
4. Multiset of elements is set of elements 
THEN Use of search tree is recommended 
Rule 14: 
IF 1. Use of dynamic data structure is recommended 
2. Ordering upon set of elements is defined 
3. Frequency of operations remove element and insert element is high 
4. Multiset of elements is set of elements 
THEN Use of search tree is recommended 
Rule 15: 
IF 1. Use of structured data type is recommended 
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2. During processing of elements has-in first-our strategy will be 
employed 
THEN Use of stack is recommended 
Rule 16: 
IF 1. Use of dynamic data structure is recommended 
2. During processing of elements las-in first-out strategy will be 
employed 
THEN Use of stack is recommended 
Rule 17: 
IF 1. Input is multiset of elements 
2. It cannot be ruled out that while processing the multi set, elements 
will be processed more than once 
THEN Use of structured data type is recommended 
Rule 18: 
IF 1. Use of structured data type is recommended 
2. Accessing an element depends on the contents of this element 
THEN Use of table is recommended 
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Rule 19: 
IF 1. Use of table is recommended 
2. Ordering upon set of elements is defined 
3. Optimization of the accessing of element is required 
THEN Use of table with ordered elements is recommended 
Rule 20: 
IF I. Use of graph is recommended 
2. For the relation predecessor successor defined on the set the inverse 
relation in one-one 
3. Only one e1ement exists, for which the relation predecessor successor 
is not defined (root) 
THEN Use of tree is recommended 
Rule 21: 
IF I. Use of structured data type is recommended 
2. Problem solving method presupposes organizing multiset of elements 
as matrix 
3. All elements are of same type 
4. Matrix is not sparse matrix 
THEN Use of two dimensional array is recommended 
Rule 22: 
IF 1. Use of structured data type is recommended 
2. Specification presupposes organising multiset of elements as matrix 
3. All elements are of same type 
4. Matrix is not sparse matrix 
THEN Use of two dimensional array is recommended 
Rule 23: 
IF 1. Use of structured data type is recommended 
2. All elements are of same type 
3. There exists mapping from the pair of ordinals to the set of elements 
4. This mapping will be used for accessing an element 
THEN Use of two dimensional array is recommended 
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Appendix B Experimental knowledge base (set of rules) as written 
in NEXPERT 
Rule 1 
ff 
there is evidence of I Structured_type!. Use_is_recommended 
And there is no evidence of [Inputs!. Cardinal_nocestim 
Then Dynamic_data_type. Use_is_recommended 
If 
is confirmed. 
Rule 3 
there is evidence of IStructured_data_typel. Use_is_recommended 
And there is evidence of [Processingl. Repcbin_reLreq 
And there is evidence of IInputsl. MultiseCis_set 
Then Graph. Use_is_recommended 
is confirmed. 
ff 
Rule 2 
there is evidence of IDynamic_data_structurel. Use_isJecommended 
And there is evidence of [Processingl. Repchin_reLreq 
And there i evidence of IInputsl. MultiseCis_set 
Then Graph. Use_is_recommended 
is confirmed. 
Rule 4 
ff 
there is evidence of [Tablel. Use_is_recommended 
And there is evidence of [Processingl. Acc_time_nocdep_secsize 
Then Has_table. Use_is_recommended 
is confirmed. 
Rule 6 
If 
there is evidence of IDynamic_data_structure/. Use_is_recomrnended 
And there is evidence of lProcessingl. OrdecprocesLsequent _most 
Then Linear_ist. Use_is_recommended 
is confirmed. 
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Rule 5 
If 
there is evidence of IStructured_data_typel. Use_is_reconunended 
And there is evidence of IProcessingl. Ordecprocess_sequencmost 
Then Linear_list. use_isJecommended 
If 
is confinned. 
Rule 8 
there is evidence of IStructured_dat-_type!. Use_is_recommended 
And there is no evidence of lInputsl. Ordering_is_defined 
And there is evidence of IInputs!. All_clse_same_type 
And there is evidence of IProcessing!. Freq_opecmore_ele_high 
And there is evidence of IInputs!. Mapp set ord set ele 
Then One_dimensionaCarray. Use_-s_recommended 
is confirmed. 
If 
Rule 7 
there is evidence of IStructured_data_typel. Use_is_recommended 
And there is evidence of IInputsl. Mapp_secord_set_ele 
And there is evidence of IInputs!. All_ele_same_type 
And there is no evidence of IProcessing!. Ordecprocess_decidecLadv 
Then One_dimensionaCarray. use_isJecommended 
If 
is confirmed. 
Rule 10 
there is evidence of IDynamic_data_structure!. Use_is_recommended 
And there is evidence of IProcessing!. FIFO_strategy 
Then Queue. Use_is_recommended 
If 
is confirmed. 
And IStack!. Use_is_recommended is set to FALSE 
Rule 9 
there is evidence of IStructured_daCtypel. Use_is_recommended 
And there is evidence of IProcessing!. FIFO_strategy 
Then Queue. Use_is_recommended 
is confirmed. 
And IStack!. Use_is_recommended is set to FALSE 
If 
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Rule 14 
there is evidence of IStructured_data_typel. Use_isJecommended 
And there is evidence of IInputsl. Orderin~is_defined 
And there is evidence of IProcessing!. Freq_opecins_remove_high 
And there is evidence of IInputsl. MultiseCis_set 
Then Search_tree. Use_is_recommended 
is confirmed. 
If 
Rule 13 
there is evidence of IDynamic_data_structurel. Use_is_rcconunended 
And there is evidence of IInputsl. Orderin~is_defined 
And there is evidence of IProcessingl. Freq_oper_ins_remove_high 
And there is evidence of IInputsl. MultiseCis_set 
Then Search_tree. Use_is_recommended 
if confirmed. 
If 
Rule 12 
there is evidence of IDynamic_dacstructurel. Use_is_recommended 
And there is evidence of IInputs!. Orderin~is_defined 
And there is evidence of IInputs!. Ordering _in_specif 
And there is evidence of IInputs!. MultiseCis_set 
Then Search_tree. Use_is_recommended 
is confinned. 
If 
Rule 11 
there is evidence of IStructured_data_typel. Usejs_reconunended 
And there is evidence of Ilnputsl. Orderin&-is_defined 
And there is evidence of IInputs!. Ordering_is_specif 
And there is evidence of IInputs!. MultiseCis_set 
Then Search_tree. Use_is_recommended 
is confinued. 
If 
Rule 16 
there is evidence of IStructured_data_typel. Use_is_recommended 
And there is evidence of IProcessingJ. LIFO_strategy 
Then Stack. Use_is_recornmended 
is confinned 
And IQueenl. UYse_is_recommended is set to FALSE. 
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Rule 15 
If there is evidence of IDynamic_data_structurel. Use_is_recommended 
And there is evidence of IProcessing!. LIFO_strategy 
Then Stack. Use_isJecommendd 
is continued. 
And IQueuel. Use_is_recommended is set to FALSE 
Rule 17 
If there is evidence of !Inputsl. Is_multisecoCelements 
And there is evidence of IProcessingl. Proc_ele_msecmore_once 
Then StructuwCdata_type. Use_is _recommended 
is confirmed. 
Rule 18 
If 
there is evidence of IStructured_data_typel. Use_isJecomrnended 
And there is evidence of IProcesingl. Acc_ele_depends_contents 
Then Table. Use_is3ecommended 
If 
is con finned. 
Rule 19 
there is evidence of ITable!. Use_is_recommended 
And there is evidence of !Inputs!. Orderingjs_defined 
And there is evidence of IProcessingl. Acc_ele_optimiz_req 
Then Table_ with_ordered_elements. use_is recommended 
If 
is confinned 
Rule 20 
there is evidence of IGraph!. Use_is_recommended 
And there is evidence of IProcessingl. Rel-IJet-pred_succ_inv_onc_one 
And there is evidence of IProcessingl. ReLpre<Lsucc_noLex_one 
Then Tree. Use_is_recommended 
is confirmed. 
If 
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Rule 21 
there is evidence of IStructure<Cdata-typel. Use_is_recommended 
And there is evidence of IProblem_solvin~methodl. Org_ multiseC as_matrix 
And there is evidence of IInputsl. All_e1e_same_type 
And there is no evidence of IInputsl. Matrix_is_sparse 
Then Two-dimensionaLarray. Use_is_recommcnded 
is confirmed. 
If 
And IOne_dimensional-arrayl. Use_is_recommended is set to FALSE 
Rule 22 
there is evidence of IStructured data typel. Use_Is_recommended 
And there is evidence of IInputsl. SpeciCor~multisecmatrix 
And there is evidence of IInputsL All_elc_same_type 
And there is no evidence of IInputs!. Matrix_is_sparse 
Then Two_dimensional_array. Use_ is_recommended 
is confirmed. 
H 
And IOne_dimensional_arrayl. Use_is_recommended is set to FALSE 
Rule 23 
there is evidence of IStructured_data_typel. Use_isJecOInmended 
And there is evidence of IInputsl. All_e1e_same_type 
And there is evidence of IInputsl. Mapp_par_ord_secele 
And there is evidence of IInputsl. Mapp_used_access_e1e 
Then Two_dimensional_array. Use_is_recommended 
is confirmed. 
And IOnc_dimensionaLarrayl. Use_is_recommended is set to FALSE. 
Appendix C : Problem Specification for the Experiment 
Specification is given as written in NEXPERT 
# Suggesting Search_tree .. Use_isJecommended 
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Appendix D : Trace of Reasoning 
The sequence of rules' conditions and conclusions aas they wre evaluated. 
# Suggesting Search_tree. Use_is_recommended 
& Inputs. Is_multisecoCe1ements is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of IInputsl. Is_muItisecoCelements 10 rule 17. 
(True). 
# Processing. proc_ele_mseCmore_once is set to True 
# Condition there is evidenc of 
IProcessing!. Proc_ele_msecmore_once in rule 17. (True). 
# Rule 17 is set to ture 
# Structured_data_type. Use_is_recommended is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IStructured_dactypel. Use_is_recommended in rule 11. (True). 
# Inputs. Orderin~is_defined is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of IInputsl. Orderin~is_defined in rule 11. (True). 
# Processing. Freq_opecins_remove_high is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IProcessingl. Freq-opecinsJemove_high in rule 11. (True). 
# Inputs. multiseCis_set is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of IInputs!. MultiseCis_set in rule 11. (True). 
# Rule 11 is set to true 
# Search_tree. Use_is_is_recommended is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IStructured_data_typel. Use_is_recommended in rule 14. (True). 
# Condition there is evidence of IInputsl. Ordering_is_defined in rule 14. (True). 
# Inputs. Orderin!Lin_specif is set to True 
# Condition there is evidenc eof IInputsl.Ordering_in_specif in rule 14 (True). 
# Condition there is evidence of IInputsl.MultiseCis_set in rule 14. (True). 
# Rule 14 is set to true 
# Condtion there is evidence of 
IStructured_data_typel. Use_is3ecommended in rule 1. (True). 
# Inputs. Cardinal not estim is set to False 
# Condition there is no evidence of IInputs!. CardinaLnoCcstim in rule 1. (True). 
# Rule I is set to true 
# Dynamic_data_type. use_isJecommended is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IDynamic_data_typel. Use_is_recommended in rule 13. (True). 
# Condition there is evidence of IInputs!. Orderin~is_defined in rule 13, (True). 
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# Condition there is evidence of IInputsL Ordering_in_specif in rule 13. (True). 
# Condition there is evidence of IInputs!. MultiseCis_set in rule 13. (True). 
3 Rule 13 is set to true 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IDynamic_data_typeL Use_is_recommended in rule 12. (True). 
# Condition there is evidence of !Inputsl. Ordering_is_defined in rule 12. (True). 
# Condition there is evidence of IInpautsl. MultiseCis_set in rule 12. (True). 
# Rule 12 is set to true 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IStructured_data_typeI.Use_is_recommended in rule 21. (True). 
# Problem_solving_mcthod.Org-multiseLas_matrix is set to False 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IProblem_solving_methodLOr~multiseLas_matrix in rule 21. (False). 
# Rule 21 is set to false 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IStructured_data_typeLUse_is_recommended in rule 22. (True). 
# Inputs.SpeciCorg_multiseLmatrix is set to False 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IInputsL SpeciCorg_multiset_matrix in rule 22. (False). 
# Rule 22 is set to false 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IStructured_data_typeI.Use_is_recommended in rule 23. (True). 
# Inputs.AICele_same_type is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of IInputsI.All_ele_same_type in rule 23. (True). 
# Inputs.Mapp_pair_ord_set_ele is set to False 
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# Condition there is evidence of IInputsI.Mapp_pari_ord_seLele in rule 23. (False). 
# Rule 23 is set to false 
# Two dimensional array.Use_is_recornrnended is set to False 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IStructured_data_typeI.Use_is_recornmended in rule 18. (True). 
# Processing.Acc_ele_depends_contents is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IProcesingI.Acc_ele_depends_contents in rule 18. (True). 
# Rule 18 is set to true 
# Table.Use_is_recommended is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of ITablel.Use_isJecommended in rule 4. (True). 
# Processing.Acc_time_nocdep_secsize is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IProcessingLAcc_time_noLdep_seLsize in rule 4. (True). 
# Rule 4 is set to true 
# Hash_table.Use_is_recommended is set to True 
# Condition there is evidenceof ITableI.Use_is_recommended in rule 19. (True). 
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# Conctition there is evidence of IInputsI.Ordering_is_defined in rule 19. (True). 
# Processing.Acc_ele_optimiz_req is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of IProcessingI.Acc_ele_optimiz_req in rule 19. 
(True). 
# Rule] 9 is set to true 
# Table_with_ordered_elements.Use_is_recommended is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IStructured_data_typeLUse_is3ecommended in rule 15. (True). 
# Procesing. LIFO_strategy is set to False 
# Condition there is evidence oflProcessingl. LIFO-strategy in rule 15. (False). 
# Rule 15 is set to false 
# Rule 16 is set to false 
# Stack. Use_is_recommended is set to False 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IStructured_data_typeI,Use_is_recommended in rule 10. (True). 
# Processing. FIFO_strategy is set to False 
# Condition there is evidence of IProcessing!. FIFO_strategy in rule 10. (False). 
# Rule lOis set to false 
# Rule 9 is set to false 
# Queue.Use_is_recommended is set to False 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IStructured_data_typeI.Use_is_recommended in rule 8. (True). 
# Inputs.Mapp_secord_secele is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence oflInputsI.Mapp_secord_secele in rule 8. (True). 
# Condition there is evidence of IInputsI.AICele_same_type in rule 8. (True). 
# Processing.Ordecprocess_decide<Cadv is set to False 
# Condition there is no evidence of 
lProcessingI.Ordecprocess_decided_adv in rule 8. (True). 
# Rule 8 is set to true 
# One-dimensional-array.Use_is_recornmended is set to True 
# Rule 7 is set to false 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IStructured_data_typeI.Use_is_recommended in rule 6. (True). 
# Processing.Ordecprocess_sequencmost is set to False 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IProcessingl.Ordecprocess_sequencmost in rule 6. (False). 
# Rule 6 is set to false 
# Rule 5 is set to false 
# Linear_list.Use_is3ecommended is set to False 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IStructured_data_typeI.Use_isJecommended in rule 2. (True). 
# Processing.Repr_hin_rel_req is set to True 
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# Condition there is evidence of IProcessingl.RepcbinJel_req in rule 2. (True). 
# Condition there is evidence of IInputsl.MultseLis_set in rule 2. (True). 
# Rule 2 is set to true 
# Graph.Use_is_recommended is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IDynamic_data_typeI.Use_isJecommended in rule 3. (True). 
# Condition there is evidence of IProcessingl.Repcbin_rel_req in rule 3 (True). 
# Condition there is evidence of IInputsl.Multisecis_set in rule 3. (True). 
# Rule 3 is set to true 
# Condition there is evidence of IGraphI.Use_is_recommended in rule 20. (True). 
# Processing.ReLpred_succ_inv _one_one is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IProcessingI.ReLpre<Csucc_inv_one_one in rule 20. (True). 
# Processing.ReLpred_succ_noLexLone is set to True 
# Condition there is evidence of 
IProcessingI.Rel-pred_succ_nocex_one in rule 20. (True). 
# Rule 20 is set to true 
# Tree.Use_is_recommended is set to True 
Appendix E : Results of the Reasoning Process 
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All the hypotheses that were established (with their respective suggestive evidence) 
and rejected (with their respective counter arguments) are listed. 
Hypothesis Dynamic_data_type.Use_is_recommended was established 
Suggestive Evidence: 
Rule Number] 
IStructured_data_typel.Use_is_recommended is TRUE 
IInputsl,CardinaLnoLestim is FALSE 
Hypothesis Graph.Use_isJecommended was established 
Suggestive Evidence: 
Rule Number 3 
IDynamic_data_typel,Use_isJecommended is TRUE 
IProcessingl.Repcbin_reLreq is TRUE 
IInputsLMultiseCis_set is TRUE 
Rule Number 2 
IStructured_data_typeI.Use_is_recommended is TRUE 
IProcesingLRepr_bin_rel is TRUE 
IInputsl.MultiseLis_set is TRUE 
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Hypothesis Has_table.use_isJecommnded was establihsed 
Suggestive Evidence: 
Rule Number 4 
ITablel.UseJsJecommended is TRUE 
IProcessingI.Acc_time_nocdepCsecsize is TRUE 
Hypothesis Linear_1ist.Use_is_recommended was rejected 
Counter Arguments: 
Rule Number 5 
IProcessingI.Order-process_sequencmost is FALSE 
Rule Number 6 
IProcessing!. Ordecprocess_sequenCmost is FALSE 
Hypothesis One_dimensional_array.Use_is_recommended was esta-blished 
Suggestive Evidence: 
Rule Number 8 
IStructured_data_typel. Use_isJecommended is TRUE 
IInputsI.Mapp_set_ord_secele is TRUE 
IInputsI.AILeJe_same_type is TRUE 
IProcessingI.Ordecprocess_decided_adv is FALSE 
Counter Arguments: 
Rule Number 7 
IInputsI.Orderin~is_defined is TRUE 
Hypothesis Queue.Use_is_recommended was rejected 
Counter Arguments: 
Rule Number 9 
IProcessingl.FIFO_strategy is FALSE 
Rule Number 10 
IProcesingl. FIFO_strategy is FALSE 
Hypothesis Search_tree.Use_is_recornmended was established 
Suggestive Evidence: 
Rule Number 12 
IDynamic_data_typeI.Use_is_recomrnended is TRUE 
IInputsI.Orderin_is_defined is TRUE 
IProcessingI.Freq_opecins_remove_igh is TRUE 
IInputsl.MultiseCis_set is TRUE 
Rule Number 13 
IDynamic_data_typeI.Use_is_recommended is TRUE 
IInputsI.Orderin8-is_defined is TRUE 
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IInputsI.Orderin~in-specif is TRUE 
IInputsLMultiseLis_set is TRUE 
Rule Number 14 
IStructured_data_typeLUse_is_recommended is TRUE 
IInputsLOrderin~is_defined is TRUE 
IInputsI.Ordering_in_specif is TRUE 
IInputsl.MultiseCis_set is TRUE 
Rule Number 11 
IStructured_data_typeI.Use_is_recommended is TRUE 
IInputsl.Orderin~is_defined is TRUE 
IProcessingI.Freq_oper_ins_remove_high is TRUE 
IInputsl.Multiseeis_set is TRUE 
Hypothesis Stack.Use_is3ecommended was rejected 
Counter Arguments: 
Rule Number 16 
IProcessingl.LIFO_strategy is FALSE 
Rule Number 15 
IProcessingLLIFO_strategy is FALSE 
Hypotheis Structured_data_type.Use_is_recommended was established 
Suggestive Evidence: 
Rule Number 17 
IInputsl.Is_ffiuhiset_oCelements is TRUE 
IProcessingLProc-ele-msecmore_once is TRUE 
Hypothesis Table.Use_is_recommended was established 
Suggestive Evidence: 
Rule Numbcr 18 
IStructured_data_lypeI.Use_is_recommended is TRUE 
IProcessingl.Acc_elc_depends30ntents is TRUE 
Hypothesis Table with ordered clements. Use is recommended was established 
Suggestive Evidence: 
Rule Number 19 
ITableLUse_is_recommended is TRUE 
IInputsI.Orderin£-is_defined is TRUE 
IProcessingI.Acc_cle_optimiz_req is TRUE 
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Hypothesis Tree.Use_isJecommended was established 
Suggestive Evidence: 
Rule Number 20 
IGraphI.ReLpred_succ_inv_one_one is TRUE 
IProcessingI.Rel_pred_succ_nocex_one is TRUE 
Hypothesis Two_dimensionaLarray.Use_is_recornmended was rejected 
Counter Arguments: 
Rule Number 23 
lInputsI.Mapp_pair_ord_seCele is FALSE 
Rule Number 22 
IInputsI.SpeciCorg_mu1tisecmatrix is FALSE 
Rule Number 21 
IProblem_solving_methodl.Org_muItisecas_matrix is FALSE 
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